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The block diagram of a metal detector is depicted in the diagram. The block diagram shows the basic components of the metal detector, including the search loop and the inductor. The search loop is usually wound in a circular fashion to serve as the inductor in the search oscillator's tank circuit. In this diagram, the completed metal detector unit is illustrated, along with the simple metal detector circuit diagram and schematic using a single transistor and a radio. This metal detector sensor project is an application of the colpitts oscillator, and the working of metal detectors is explained in the diagram on the facing page. The basic components of a metal detector, as described in the diagram, are pointed out. The principle of operation of metal detectors is best understood by reference to the block diagram. The design and analysis of underground mines detection system improvement from traditional techniques are presented in this paper. The electronic block diagram of a transmitter receiver metal detector illustrates the basic components of a metal detector. The design and manufacturing of electromagnetic inspection systems and production activities are performed in-house. CEIA provides a worldwide assistance network as well as training programs for certification in the use and maintenance of its equipment. CEIA focuses on the design and manufacturing of electromagnetic inspection systems.
detection of metals, a metal detector circuit using IC 555. A simple metal detector circuit diagram project is designed using IC 555 as you can see in the 555 timer circuits these circuits detect the metals and magnets when a magnet is near to the 10mH choke the op frequency changes this circuit can be powered from a power supply which can provide an op dc. Block diagram of metal detector there are three main parts in the metal detector circuit the lc circuit the proximity sensor output led and the buzzer the coil and the capacitor C1 which are connected in parallel will form the lc circuit, metal masses in transit of a certain shape volume or composition a transceiver antenna in the form of an archway field generator receiver processing and control unit transmitter antenna receiver antenna antenna electronics unit.

Figure 1 general block diagram of a metal detector some helpful guidelines for metal detectors, build your own metal detector with an arduino. October 03 2016 by evan kale learn how to build a metal detector using a colpitts oscillator and an arduino on the top level of the diagram a power supply of 4.5v 3xaa batteries with bypass capacitors is used to power the atmega328 oscillator speaker and motor with leds, polyharmonic metal detector jakub svatos 1 2 miloslav linda 1 which can be suitable for metal detector excitation to cover a wide range of the response of the the block diagram of the measurement setup is in fig 3 d 50 mm atmid metal detector search head generator, vlf metal detector circuit schematic overall block diagram of the system gold detector circuit design pdf metal detector using a 2 pulse induction coil metal detectors theory and practice vlf pi and bfo schematics metal detector diagram as described above vlf detectors use 2, international journal of scientific amp technology research volume 4 issue 06 june 2015 issn 2277 8616 306 ijstr©2015 www ijstr org metal detector by using pic microcontroller interfacing with pc yin min theint myo maung maung hla myo tun overall block diagram of the system in these days most of metal detectors can only detect metal, ceia is a company that has been working for over 50 years in electromagnetic wave induction applications in particular in designing and manufacturing metal detectors for security purposes in this sector ceia offers a wide range of walk through and portable models designed to respond as efficiently as possible to various application requirements, metal detector circuit introduction metal detector is very common devices for checking the person in shopping malls hotels cinema halls to ensure that person is not carrying any explosive metals or illegal things like guns bombs etc metal detectors can be created easily and the circuit is not that complex block diagram of metal detector, long range gold detector circuit diagram datasheet cross reference circuit and application notes in pdf format 1 introduction to metal detectors metal detector is a device that can detect metal the basics can make a sound when it is near some metal and the more advanced can, warmer weather means beach hunting with a metal detector get ready to find some loot looking for a metal detector for fresh water or saltwater beaches you can read about the types of beach detectors in our learning library article below to really maximize your time at the beach choose a detector with an advanced beach mode and the right, tr metal detector circuits diagram schematic get free garrett metal detector diagram wiring diagram and fuse box simple metal detector circuit diagram using cs209a all metal detector electronics everyday circuit diagram of range gold detectors work metal vintage metal detector what is it treasure quest, simple pulse induction metal detector circuit diagram a simple metal detector circuit diagram and schematic using a single transistor and a radio this metal schematic diagram gold detector pi mining crusher pulse induction metal detector schematic images for schematic diagram very simple gold detector circuit will detect gold, metal detector circuit diagram and working read this post to get good idea about circuit diagram of metal detector metal detector metal detector is used to check the persons in shopping malls hotels etc diy electronics electronics projects gold detector electrical projects circuit diagram shopping malls arduino projects indiana milan, eddy current metal detectors excited by polyharmonic signals offers to measure response function of block diagram of a working place with atmid search head is shown in figure 2 figure 2 blok diagram of testing workplace as a source of an excitation signal function generator afg 3102 with a resolution of 14 bits is used, https www iitutor com the block diagram below illustrates the basic components of a typical metal detector the battery is the power supply the transmitter electronic oscillator at the extreme, let us make a metal detector using a pc computer and a sound
card figure 5 the block diagram for calculating the phase angle between two sinusoidal signals 90 degree, metal detector circuits misc charles rakes popular electronics three circuits from the circuit circus column metal detector circuits i amp ii charles rakes poptronics metal detectors gavin cheeseeman electronics and beyond pll detector kamil kraus electronics world the revealer a j lowe eti induction balance detectors, the advantage of this type of metal detector is simple construction of both the device and the search coil but a drawback is the high influence of soil conditions to the detectors perform ance transmit receive t r figure 5 shows a block diagram of t r type metal detector t r metal detectors are very similar to ib metal detectors an oscil, they are used for the safety of people to detect anyone carrying a metal arms etc in this project we are going to design a simple metal detector circuit there are so many metal detector designs but most of them are complex in design so here we are going to design a simple metal detector circuit using 555 timer ic, learn understanding and selecting walk through security metal detectors at metaldetector com find the best metal detector products and get free usa shipping on orders over 99 95, instructions for completing attachment 1 pricing sheets bidder shall enter the company name in cell a b 2 on tab 22872i pricingpage bidder shall enter the catalog or list price name and date in cell h2 on tab 22872i pricingpage, impulse metal detector schematic read download a simple metal detector transistors a schematic diagram b design of the metal detector the scheme the vd1 diode can be replaced by any impulse underwater metal detectors are based on digital technology they usually have a fisher impulse underwater metal detector underwater, with a metal detector the metal will be automatically detected and an alarm will be raised but in this case through a gsm cell phone grosvenor 1998 there is a power supply unit that supplies power to the metal detectors microcontroller and the glcd, metal detectors are fun to play with and i had always been fascinated to unearth things using that following that i have decided to design my own metal detector which offers better performance with some minimal components i could buy from my local radio store lets get to the working explanation, metal detector schematic this is diagram about metal detector schematic you can learn electrical circuit electrical diagram electrical schematic electrical system electronic c ford fuel pump fuel pump relay fuse block fuse box fuse holder fuse layout fuse map fuse panel headlamp horn horn relay ignition coil ignition switch, metal detectors theory and practice metal detectors are used in a wide range of applications from landmine detection to safety in airports office buildings or schools they can also be useful around the house to help locate lost coins jewelry keys and gas lines, simple bfo metal detector bfo beat frequency oscillator metal detectors use two oscillators each of which produces a radio frequency one of these oscillators uses a coil of wire that we call the search loop the second oscillator uses a much smaller coil of wire and is usually inside the control box and is called the reference oscillator, a block diagram of the circuit can be seen in figure 2 figure 2 block diagram of the pulse 1 metal detector the basic design of the metal detector consists of four parts as seen above these are the power supply four ics the pulse generation circuit four 555s and coil, metal detector circuit with diagram and schematic circuit diagram of metal detector project the distinction between a regular switch as well as a three way transition is one added final or relationship a3 way switch has 2 devices which might be often steel or silver coloured and one terminal that is dark coloured, pdf land mine detectors security metal doors that we all go through in buildings and airports as well as metal mining detectors are just examples of metal detector use in our daily lives in, vlf metal detector schematic diagram metal detector 12 vlf metal detector schematic diagram find more about laser circuit overall block diagram of the system vlf metal detector schematic diagrams of various metal detectors from heathkit white s electronicspi technology a less common, metal detector electronic schematic diagram the inductor of the above tank circuit forms the detector of the metal detector a large coil of wire the colpitts oscillator on the bottom left on the diagram feeds the oscillation into counter this post is a walk through some circuits that used those mechanical solutions before the invention of the more electronic and functions as a radio frequency, metal detector circuit diagram abstract 1 metal detector circuit diagram text ssop a24 packages wide power supply range 7 0 18 v high open loop gain 85 db tape playback mode output when changing the state of the 1c and
also has a mute detector circuit to enable searching for using the mute circuit, the simplest method of
detecting metal is by beat frequency oscillator the circuit basically consists of two balanced oscillator
one acts as the detector element the other provides the reference signal this oscillator frequency
reference is set to fix value whilst the detector oscillator varies depending on the metal presence,
metal detector circuit diagram the metal detector circuit built with an lc circuit buzzer and simple
proximity sensor in lc circuit capacitor and inductor are connected in parallel when the circuit detects
any metal near to it then the circuit activates the proximity sensor and its glow the led and makes a
buzzer, sep 25 2018 ceia usa debuts 02pn20 lfa for breakthrough screening of people with luggage
and bags for mass casualty metal threats read more gt gt sep 25 2018 ceia usa showcases the new ceia
smd600 plusmi2 multi sensor walk through metal detector at gsx 2018

Block Diagram Of Metal Detector readingrat net
April 25th, 2019 - Block diagram of metal detector – ireleast at block
diagram Block Diagram Of Metal Detector The distinction between a
typical change along with a three way transition is one additional final or
relationship A 3 way switch has 2 terminals which might be often gold or
brass coloured and one terminal that is dark coloured

BASIC CIRCUITRY of Metal Detection Talking Electronics
April 28th, 2019 - Metal Detector MkII BASIC CIRCUITRY of METAL
DETECTION by Charles D Rakes Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the
circuits making up a typical BFO detector A search loop is usually wound
in a circular fashion to serve as the inductor in the search oscillator s tank
circuit Here is an artist s diagram of the completed metal detector unit

Metal Detector – Circuit Wiring Diagrams
April 24th, 2019 - This is a simple metal detector circuit Can find various
metal and adjustable sensitivity Easy to use to place near metal The
circuit inside include a few components has IC NE556 is at the heart of the
circuit with principle of Monostable multivibrator then show on Moving Coil
Type Meter

Metal detector schematic diagrams Hobby Hour
April 29th, 2019 - Electronics gt Schematic diagrams gt Metal detector
schematic diagrams Metal detector schematics Simple BFO metal
detector schematic diagram Heathkit Cointrack Gd 1190 Metal Locator
Heathkit Groundtrack GR 1290 VLF metal detector White s Classic I metal
detector schematic

metal detector plans and diagrams html in wimyjmetal
April 21st, 2019 - metal detector plans and diagrams html in wimyjmetal
github com located at metal detector plans and diagrams html in wimyjmetal
github com source code search engine Toggle navigation

Metal Detector Circuit with Diagram and Schematic
July 24th, 2018 - This metal detector sensor project is easy to make and is
an application of Colpitts oscillator A simple metal detector circuit diagram
and schematic using a single transistor and a radio This metal detector
sensor project is easy to make and is an application of Colpitts oscillator
How Metal Detectors Work
April 19th, 2019 - How Metal Detectors Work The block diagram on the facing page illustrates the basic components. This electronic block diagram of a transmitter receiver metal detector illustrates the basic components of a metal detector as they are pointed out in the description at left.

PDF Design and Analysis of Pulse Induction Underground
April 29th, 2019 - PDF This paper mainly emphasizes on the design and analysis of underground mines detection system. Improvement from traditional technique is made to enhance the buried landmine discovery.

Metal Detector Manufacturer Security Equipment CEIA
April 28th, 2019 - Welcome CEIA is an Industrial Company focused on the design and manufacturing of Electromagnetic Inspection Systems. R & D Engineering and Production activities are performed entirely in house. CEIA provides a worldwide assistance network as well as training programs for certification in the use and maintenance of its equipment.

Circuit diagram pi metal detector pdf paydancepdf
April 16th, 2019 - Circuit using 8051 Inverter circuit using 555 IC diagram pulse induction metal detector circuit diagram using c 555 PDF detectors NE555 Pulse Induction metal detectors have been available on the commercial market for Metal detector are best understood by reference to the block diagram Fig Principle of Operation of.

Arduino Metal Detector Project with Code and Circuit Diagram
April 28th, 2019 - Metal Detector is a security device which is used for detecting metals which can be harmful at various places like Airports, shopping malls, cinemas, etc. Previously we have made a very simple Metal detector without a microcontroller, now we are building the Metal Detector using Arduino. In this project, we are going to use a coil and capacitor which will be responsible for the detection of metals.

Metal Detector Circuit Diagram and Working EleProCus
April 28th, 2019 - A Metal Detector Circuit using IC 555. A simple metal detector circuit diagram project is designed using IC 555 as you can see in the 555 timer circuits these circuits detect the metals and magnets. When a magnet is near to the 10mH choke the output frequency changes. This circuit can be powered from a power supply which can provide an output DC.

Metal Detector Circuit Diagram and Working Electronics Hub
April 27th, 2019 - Block Diagram of Metal Detector. There are three main parts in the metal detector circuit the LC Circuit the Proximity Sensor output LED and the Buzzer. The coil and the capacitor C1 which are connected in parallel will form the LC circuit.

METAL DETECTOR HI PE multi zone turnstiles us
April 26th, 2019 - metal masses in transit of a certain shape volume or
composition • a transceiver antenna in the form of an archway Field
Generator Receiver Processing and Control Unit Transmitter Antenna
Receiver Antenna Antenna Electronics unit Fig I 1 general block diagram
of a metal detector SOME HELPFUL GUIDELINES FOR METAL
DETECTORS

Build Your Own Metal Detector with an Arduino
October 3rd, 2016 - Build Your Own Metal Detector with an Arduino
October 03 2016 by Evan Kale Learn how to build a metal detector using
a Colpitts oscillator and an Arduino On the top level of the diagram a
power supply of 4.5V 3xAA batteries with bypass capacitors is used to
power the ATmega328 oscillator speaker and motor with LEDs

POLYHARMONIC METAL DETECTOR Tehnisk? fakult?te
April 21st, 2019 - POLYHARMONIC METAL DETECTOR Jakub Svatos 1
2 Miloslav Linda 1 which can be suitable for metal detector excitation to
cover a wide range of the response of the The block diagram of the
measurement setup is in Fig 3 d ? 50 mm AT MID metal detector Search
Head Generator

Vlf Metal Detector Circuit Schematic WordPress.com
April 20th, 2019 - Vlf Metal Detector Circuit Schematic Overall block
diagram of the system Gold detector circuit design pdf metal detector
using a 2 pulse induction coil Metal detectors – theory and practice – vlf pi
and bfo schematics Metal Detector Diagram As described above VLF
detectors use 2

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC amp TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH
April 25th, 2019 - INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC amp
TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH VOLUME 4 ISSUE 06 JUNE 2015 ISSN
2277 8616 306 IJSTR©2015 www ijstr org Metal Detector By Using PIC
Microcontroller Interfacing With PC Yin Min Theint Myo Maung Hla
Myo Tun Overall block diagram of the system In these days most of metal
detectors can only detect metal

CEIA Security Metal Detectors
April 28th, 2019 - CEIA is a company that has been working for over 50
years in electromagnetic wave induction applications in particular in
designing and manufacturing Metal Detectors for Security purposes In this
sector CEIA offers a wide range of walk through and portable models
designed to respond as efficiently as possible to various application
requirements

Metal Detector Circuit IDC Online
April 23rd, 2019 - Metal Detector Circuit Introduction Metal detector is very
common devices for checking the person in shopping malls hotels cinema
halls to ensure that person is not carrying any explosive metals or illegal
things like guns bombs etc metal detectors can be created easily and the
circuit is not that complex Block Diagram of Metal Detector
gold metal detector in ground circuit diagram
April 14th, 2019 - long range gold detector circuit diagram datasheet cross reference circuit and application notes in pdf format 1 Introduction to Metal Detectors Metal detector is a device that can detect metal the basics can make a sound when it is near some metal and the more advanced can

Metaldetector com Blog Metal Detector products from
April 28th, 2019 - Warmer weather means beach hunting with a metal detector— get ready to find some loot Looking for a metal detector for fresh water or saltwater beaches You can read about the types of beach detectors in our Learning Library article below To really maximize your time at the beach choose a detector with an advanced beach mode and the right

Tr Metal Detector Circuits Diagram Schematic Get Free
May 1st, 2019 - Tr Metal Detector Circuits Diagram Schematic Get Free Garrett Metal Detector Diagram Wiring Diagram And Fuse Box Simple Metal Detector Circuit Diagram Using Cs209a All Metal Detector Electronics Everyday Circuit Diagram Of Range Gold Detectors Work Metal Vintage Metal Detector What Is It Treasure Quest

Simple Pulse Induction Metal Detector Circuit Diagram
April 7th, 2019 - Simple Pulse Induction Metal Detector Circuit Diagram A simple metal detector circuit diagram and schematic using a single transistor and a radio This metal schematic diagram gold detector pi Mining Crusher Pulse Induction Metal Detector Schematic Images for Schematic Diagram Very Simple Gold Detector Circuit Will Detect Gold

Metal Detector Circuit Diagram and Working electronic
April 28th, 2019 - Metal Detector Circuit Diagram and Working Read this post to get good idea about circuit diagram of metal detector Metal detector is used to check the persons in shopping malls hotels etc Diy Electronics Electronics Projects Gold Detector Electrical Projects Circuit Diagram Shopping Malls Arduino Projects Indiana Milan

amp XUUHQW0HWDO HWHFWLRQDQG1RQ HVWUXFWLYH7HVWLQJ GXFDDLQG
March 11th, 2019 - Eddy current Metal detectors excited by polyharmonic signals offers to measure Response function of Block diagram of a working place with ATMID search head is shown in figure 2 Figure 2 Blok diagram of testing workplace As a source of an excitation signal function generator AFG 3102 with a resolution of 14 bits is used

?? Metal Detector Motors and Generators Physics
March 29th, 2019 - https www iitutor com The block diagram below illustrates the basic components of a typical metal detector The battery is the power supply The transmitter electronic oscillator at the extreme

Let us make a metal detector a PC computer and a sound card
April 17th, 2019 - Let us make a metal detector using a PC computer and a sound card Figure 5 The block diagram for calculating the phase angle between two sinusoidal signals 90 degree

Geotech Technology for Treasure Hunting
April 28th, 2019 - Metal Detector Circuits misc Charles Rakes Popular Electronics Three circuits from the Circuit Circus column Metal Detector Circuits I amp II Charles Rakes Poptronics Metal Detectors Gavin Cheeseman Electronics and Beyond PLL Detector Kamil Kraus Electronics World The Revealer A J Lowe ETI Induction Balance Detectors

english Metal detector svet el si
April 14th, 2019 - The advantage of this type of metal detector is simple construction of both the device and the search coil but a drawback is the high influence of soil conditions to the detector’s performance Transmit Receive T R Figure 5 shows a block diagram of T R type metal detector T R metal detectors are very similar to IB metal detectors An oscil

Simple Metal Detector Circuit Diagram using 555 Timer IC
April 28th, 2019 - They are used for the safety of people to detect anyone carrying a metal Arms etc In this project we are going to design a simple metal detector circuit There are so many metal detector designs but most of them are complex in design so here we are going to design a simple metal detector circuit using 555 Timer IC

Understanding and Selecting Walk Through Security Metal
April 28th, 2019 - Learn Understanding and Selecting Walk Through Security Metal Detectors at MetalDetector com Find the best metal detector products and get FREE USA shipping on orders over 99 95

Instructions for Completing Attachment 1 Pricing Sheets
April 26th, 2019 - Instructions for Completing Attachment 1 Pricing Sheets Bidder shall enter the company name in cell A B 2 on tab 22872i PricingPage Bidder shall enter the catalog or list price name and date in cell H2 on tab 22872i PricingPage

Impulse Metal Detector Schematic WordPress com
March 27th, 2019 - Impulse Metal Detector Schematic Read Download A simple metal detector transistors a schematic diagram b design of the metal detector The scheme The VD1 diode can be replaced by any impulse Underwater metal detectors are based on digital technology They usually have a fisher impulse underwater metal detector underwater

Microcontroller Based Metal Detection System with GSM
April 20th, 2019 - With a metal detector the metal will be automatically detected and an alarm will be raised but in this case through a GSM cell phone Grosvenor 1998 There is a power supply unit that supplies power to the metal detectors microcontroller and the GLCD
December 25th, 2017 - Metal detectors are fun to play with and I had always been fascinated to unearth things using that Following that I have decided to design my own metal detector which offers better performance with some minimal components I could buy from my local radio store Let’s get to the working explanation

Metal Detector Schematic – Diagram Wirings
April 27th, 2019 - Metal Detector Schematic ?? This is diagram about Metal Detector Schematic you can learn Electrical Circuit electrical diagram Electrical Schematic Electrical System Electronic C ford fuel pump Fuel Pump Relay Fuse Block Fuse Box Fuse Holder fuse layout fuse map Fuse Panel Headlamp Horn Horn Relay ignition coil Ignition Switch

Metal Detectors Theory and Practice VLF PI and BFO
April 26th, 2019 - Metal detectors Theory and practice Metal detectors are used in a wide range of applications from landmine detection to safety in airports office buildings or schools They can also be useful around the house to help locate lost coins jewelry keys and gas lines

Bfo Metal Detector 6 Steps instructables com
April 25th, 2019 - Simple BFO metal detector BFO beat frequency oscillator metal detectors use two oscillators each of which produces a radio frequency One of these oscillators uses a coil of wire that we call the search loop The second oscillator uses a much smaller coil of wire and is usually inside the control box and is called the reference oscillator

Metal Detector using a 2 Pulse Induction Coil
April 27th, 2019 - A block diagram of the circuit can be seen in Figure 2 Figure 2 – Block Diagram of the Pulse 1 Metal Detector The basic design of the metal detector consists of four parts as seen above These are • The power supply four IC’s • The pulse generation circuit four 555’s and coil

Circuit Diagram Of Metal Detector Project readingrat net
April 28th, 2019 - Metal detector circuit with diagram and schematic at circuit diagram Circuit Diagram Of Metal Detector Project The distinction between a regular switch as well as a three-way transition is one added final or relationship A three way switch has 2 devices which might be often steel or silver coloured and one terminal that is dark coloured

Design and Implementation of a Low Cost VLF Metal Detector
April 19th, 2019 - PDF Land mine detectors security metal doors that we all go through in buildings and airports as well as metal mining detectors are just examples of metal detector use in our daily lives In

Vlf Metal Detector Schematic Diagram WordPress com
April 25th, 2019 - Vlf Metal Detector Schematic Diagram Metal Detector Schematic 12 Vlf Metal Detector Schematic Diagram Find more about laser Circuit Overall block diagram of the system Vlf Metal Detector
Schematic Schematic diagrams of various metal detectors from heathkit white s electronicsPi technology a less common

**Metal Detector Electronic Schematic Diagram Best Place**
April 27th, 2019 - Metal detector electronic schematic diagram The inductor of the above tank circuit forms the detector of the metal detector a large coil of wire the colpitts oscillator on the bottom left on the diagram feeds the oscillation into counter This post is a walk through some circuits that used those mechanical solutions before the invention of the more electronic and functions as a radio frequency

**high range METAL detector circuit datasheet amp applicatoin**
April 21st, 2019 - metal detector circuit diagram Abstract 1 metal detector circuit diagram Text SSOP A24 packages · · · wide power supply range 70 18 V high open loop gain 85 dB tape playback mode output when changing the state of the 1C and also has a mute detector circuit to enable searching for using the mute circuit

**Metal Detector Circuit Schematic using Beat Frequency**
April 17th, 2019 - The simplest method of detecting metal is by beat frequency oscillator The circuit basically consists of two balanced oscillator One acts as the detector element the other provides the reference signal This oscillator frequency reference is set to fix value whilst the detector oscillator varies depending on the metal presence

**Metal Detector Working with Circuit and its Applications**
April 26th, 2019 - Metal Detector Circuit Diagram The metal detector circuit built with an LC circuit buzzer and simple proximity sensor In LC circuit capacitor and inductor are connected in parallel When the circuit detects any metal near to it then the circuit activates the proximity sensor and its glow the LED and makes a buzzer

**Metal Detector Manufacturer Security Equipment and**
April 28th, 2019 - Sep 25 2018 CEIA USA Debuts 02PN20 LFA™ for Breakthrough Screening of People with Luggage and Bags for Mass Casualty Metal Threats Read more gt gt Sep 25 2018 CEIA USA showcases the new CEIA SMD600 PLUS–MI2™ Multi Sensor Walk Through Metal Detector at GSX 2018
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